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Visiting Scholar Enioys
"legal" Atmosphere
Professor
William
Van
Alstyne, a senior member of the
faculty of Duke University Law
School and national authority on
Constitutional Law, is a visiting
professor of Law at the
Marshall-Wythe School of Law.
Professor' Van Alstyne did his
undergraduate work at the
University
of
Southern
California, and tooks his J. D. at
Stanford. He taught law at Ohio
State for three years, and his
teaching posts have included,
among others, U.C. L.A. , Yale,
Penn and Stanford. He has . also
done
work
at
Hague
internationaL
Although Professor Van
Alstyne's field of specialization
is Constitutional Law, he has
taught a variety of legal
subjects . He notes
that
particularly when beginning the
teaching of law, it is expected
that a professor will teach
arourtd the curriculum. He feels
that this is a valuable and
practical practice , (or, as he
puts it , it help" to "lud"

th~

" myopia of specialization." At
Duke: Professor Van Alstyne
regularly teaches the course in
Contracts, which he cites as an
excellent
contrast
to
Constitutional Law because of
its " common-law tidiness ." He
has also taught Income Tax and
Administrative Law frequently.
Here at Marshall-Wythe ,
Professor Van Alstyne is
teaching a section of the firstyear Constitutional Law class ,
and is also teaching the course in
Conflicts. He notes that it is not
necessary for a professor to
specialize in order to be a
"superb transmitter" of legal
material: many of the very best
professors do not specialize in a
particular field .
Van Alstyne also commented
on the relationship between

I

j
Visiting Professor Van Alstyne
teaching and publishing. He after the Brown v. Topeka
opined tha t the traditional deciSion, and Shivers had said in
relation between teaching and the New York Times that he
publishing was that publishing didn't want to see the South
lent a scholarly discipline to a desegrega ted . Well, I and
professor. However, he noted several other students, didn 't
that for many professors , want to see this man be given an
publishing was a method of honorary degree ane: set up as an
r~3('hing a broader audience of
example to us , so after a good
students
than
could
be deal of public opposition to his
personally met in the classroom, appearance, we boycotted
and he continued that it was this commencement." Van Alstyne
ability to reach a larger body of looked back upon this incident as
students that was one of his the germination of his interest in
motivations for many of the Constitutional questions.
forty-odd articles he has
Professor Van Alstyne cited
produced.
the example of an admired
Turning to a discussion of his grandfather, "' he was an
particular field of interest, attorney, but actually I have no
Professor Van Alstyne recalled idea of what he did," as an
several
conscious
and inspiration to go to law school.
unconscious decisions that He looked upon law school as an
influenced his choice of adventure
in
" applied
Constitutional Law as a philosophy ," a view which he
speCialization. He reminisced of now notes was " somewhat
his career as an undergraduate naive, but applicable. "
philosophy major at U. S. C. and
Van Alstyne contends that
commented specifically on his among the foundations of his
opposition to Alan Shivers, at the interest in Constitutional Law
time Governor of Texas, as his was his work immediately after
commencement speaker. Says law school in the Civil Rights
Van Alstyne, "This was a little
(continued page four)

Marshall-Wythe Wins law
Day Competition Again!
by Mike Giguere
Marshall-Wythe continued its
pace-setting trend in the ABA
Law Day Competiton by being
chosen as the best Law Day
program in the Nation for 1977.
This is the second time in six
years tha t the school has
received such an honor, the last
time being in 1972. In addition,
since 1972, the school has won
first place in the Fourth Circuit
three times . The Fourth Circuit
consis ts of schools in the
Virginia , , orth Carolina, and
washington . D. C. areas. The
Law Day executive committee
this year consisted of Mike
Giguere, Janine Bourassa, and
Bev. Karch.
. Law Day U. S. A. held each
year on May first by jOint

resolution of Congress and
examining how the law can
better serve our people and
Presidential proclamation as a
"special day of celebration by nation. To this end, more than
the American people in 50,000 individual Law Day
programs are held throughout
appreciation of their liberties "
the nation on or near May first in
and as an occasion for
"'rededica tion to the ideals of schools, court houses, churches,
and before organizations of all
equality and justice under law,"
kinds.
while at the same time
In planning this year 's
emphasizing our dedica tion to
program
the
Law
Day
freedom. May first was selected
committee tried to concentrate
as an appropriate date in order
on publicity , High School Day in
to contrast sharply our freedoms
Court programs, and high school
and way of life with the
visits . The publicity was
communist
countries '
coordinated by Jean Burlando
celebration of May Day.
The a nnual national event is
and Ann Morrison. Jean
contacted and arranged for Law
not a " lawyer's day," but rather
Day public service publicity
an occasion for honoring the
with all the radio stations in the
place of alw in our lives , for
local area while Ann was able to
learning how the law and our
(continued page t~o )
legal system operate, and for
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Bankruptcy Seminar

To Be Held Locally
TO: THE BANKRUPTCY BAR
RE : SEMINAR FOR ATTORNEYS
The Bankruptcy Court will conduct at the times and places noted
below seminars on
OBJECTIONS TO DISCHARGE AND DETERMINATION
OF DISCHARGEABILITY:
The Court cannot cover in an afternoon these highly complex
matters which in most professional seminars would entail several
days at a substantial cost. Nevertheless, the Court can ( 1) review
p~oc.e?ural ~spec.ts in the handling of these complaints, ( 2) .point out
slgmflcant directIOns of the law, and (3) answer questions.
This should be of benefit both to the attorney for the creditor
contemplating and-or prosecuting the complaint and the attorney for
the bankrupt defending the matter.
The Court knows of no other area of bankruptcy where there is a
greater need for enlightenment and clarity.
NEWPORT NEWS
Courtroom, U.S. Courthouse
Friday, October 28, 1977
12 :00 Noon
NORFOLK
Large Courtroom, 3rd Floor,
U.S. Courthouse
Wednesday, November 2, 1977
1:00 P.M.
There is no cost and advance registration is not required.
HALT RONNF.Y JR.
U.S. BANKRUPTCY JUDGE

When & Where to
Cast Your Vote:
Each voter must register in person no later than Oct. 8 if that
person has not voted before or, in the last five years.
A student may register to vote in his college town if he can prove
residence and domicile. Merely living in the city or town is enough to
establish residence. College dormitories are included in this.
Domicile may be more difficult to establish. The registrant must
demonstrate that he is not merely a school-year resident · of the
community, but does, in fact , intend to establish residence in the
community. In this sense, permanent residence means year-round
residence, not necessarily life-time. An intent to remain in the
community after college graduation would be strong evidence for
establishing domicile.
There are potential draw-backs to registering to vote in your
college-town that students should be made aware of. For example, as
a registered voter in the locality you will be eligible for jury duty and
will have to pay local taxes. A student who registers in a community
other than the one where his parents vote may be lOSing his coverage
under his parents auto and health insurance, depending upon the
provisions of the specific policy. Students who intend to register in
their college town should check out these possibilities.
Obviously, the best thing is to have students register in their
home-towns over the summer. If they don't they may be eligible to
register in their college community , as discussed above, or may want
to consider going home for a weekend to register. Most local
registrars are open on Saturday mornings. This is judgment each
student will have to make individually, but we want him informed so
that he will register, whatever way he decides.
A student may apply for an absentee ballot through the mail. The
Students For Bonds Campaign will provide Absentee Ballot Request
forms to any student on campus who wants one , beginning some time
in October. It's important to note that the applicant must be a
registered voter, otherwise no ballot will be sent.
Absentee ballots must be received no later than election day by
the local election boards. Ballots received after election day will not
be counted. Students For Bonds is tentatively designating the last
week in October as Absentee Ballot Voting Week to encourage absentee voters to vote early enough to insure that their votes will be
counted. Details on this project will be released later.
The place to go in Williamsburg for registration and absentee
ballots is the courthouse, on South Henry Street across from the
Williamsburg National Bank.

a
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Amicus Curiae

Editorial:

Why No Action?
The Amicus reprints below an editorial from its April 15 issue of last
Spring. The Editorial Board urges the student body to press the administration to respond adequately.
-

The Amicus Curiae would like to ally itself with the
growing number of students who are opposed to the recently
for mulated library regulations concerning smoking, eating
and drinking . In doing so, the Amicus does not wish to give the
impression that it will constantly oppose the administration
on issues of little substance for the mere purpose of being a
gadfly: rather , the Amicus, would like to register regret at a
significant action of the administration and faculty that
seems to have been taken with little consideration .
The A micus finds the new library regulations
jectionable on three grounds. First, they were formulated
contrary to legitimate student input and with a blatant
disregard for the wishes of the students , who constitute the
largest body of users of the library. Second, "the regulations
are enforced in an erratic and hypocritical manner. And
third , the regulations not only serve no useful purpose, but in
fact restrict the usefulness of the library.
Considering the usually open manner in which administrative decisions at Marshall-Wythe are executed , there
are a n extraordinary number of rumors circula ting concerning how the new regulations actually came into effect.
When we approach Mrs. Heriot, she declined to discuss the
matter: nevertheless, as far as the Amicus can determine,
the regulations originated in the library committee as a
proposal of Mrs. Heriot, the head libraria n. The proposed
regulations were referred to the SBA which countered with a
modified proposal limiting smoking , eating and drinking to
specific areas of the library . The library committee considered the SBA's proposal and rejected it in favor of Mrs.
Heriot's_ The new regulations were then forwarded to the
faculty. who approved and consequently instituted th(,1 II.
Admittedly, there is one student on the library committee , so the regulations can be said to have had some infinitesimal student support, if only by default. And it must
also be conceded that a proposal advanced by Mrs . Heriot
must be given great weight considering her qualifications and
position . However , the Amicus feels that the SBA's proposal
deserved, at the very least, more thorough consideratiolJ _And
the conclusion is inescapable that the faculty voted in favor of
their regulations either without being made aware of the
counter-proposals of the student representative body or in
spite of it.
A point of more immediate concern is the enforcement of
the regulations . Anyone in the library in the past few weeks
has surely noticed the erratic enforcement due partly to the
business of the librarians and partly to student smuggling. Of
more concern to the Amicus is the fact that regulations are
enforced only against students. Many of the library staff,
including Mrs. Heriot. are still in the practice of taking their
lunch and other refreshments in the library, and one particular observer on the Amicus staff noticed members of the
faculty, which was ultimately responsible for the regulations ,
smoking and drinking in plain sight of the main desk. without
being reprimanded. on s(x separate occasions in the last two
weeks . Such discriminating enforcement speaks for itself.
But the most important consideration of the Amicus in
opposing the new regulations is that they serve no useful
purpose. and indeed inhibit the proper functioning of the
library. There was no compelling justification for the new
rules advanced when they were first instituted , and there has
been none offered since by the library staff and faculty
questioned by the Amicus. The possible unsightliness of the
library. and the negligible damage to library materials is
simply not sufficient excuse.
The library 's small size and other defects have been
amply documented and need no further comment here. The
regulations were apparently formulated to alleviate some of
the library 's difficulties. but their effect is the opposite. It
would be an entirely different situation if M-W possessed an
enormous. roomy library with plenty of ancillary lounge
space. But we don 't, and the regulations only serve to make
an already cramped situation more intolerable to the students
who must spend so much time there. The regulations, rather
than making the library an easier and more effective place to
work (which is , or should be , the primary consideration ),
serve as a detriment to the study of law.
The Amicus urges the faculty , the Library Committee,
and the administration to reconsider the SBA's proposal,
perhaps with specific modifications suggested by Mrs. Heriot
and others knowledgeable in operating a library. The Amicus
particularly hopes that the reconsideration might be a speedy
one, so that the regulations will not be a major strain during
the difficult period of exams.
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Casino -Night: PDP
"Deals" Winning Party
by Frank Ferguson
011 September 24, a strange
and wonderful thing happened.
Well, it wasn ' t really that
strange, but it was kinda
wonderful. Jeff Hammaker, Guy
Sibilla, and their cohorts staged
that most abnormal of events,
the PDP Casino Party.
There were a whole lot of ways
to waste your time and
consciousness. (Luckily, all this
merriment could be had for a
paltry sum, even by law student
standards .> An enterprising
gambler could test his fortunes
at the poker, craps , black jack,
or roulette tables . The more
addlepated could even venture
towards the "wheel of fortune ,"
ably
opera ted
by
the
redoubtable George Neuberger.
As regards wasting one ' s
consciousness, Ed Burnette and
an esteemed (and apparently
out of work) alumnus, Chris
Honenberger , perfromed a most
satisfactory service in the
distribution of refreshment.
An array of high quality
prizes, generously contributed
by local merchants,-provided the
incentive for the players to gain
a substantial return on their
various investments_ The big
winners were Eliza beth Carder

law Day,

and one Mindy, consort of the
previously mentioned Jeff
Hammaker. Little wonder this
reporter lost about fifty-eleven
dollars and title to a forty-nine
Hudson. Anyway, the shrewd
and lovely ladies made off with
pairs of tickets to Busch
Gardens and King's Dominion,
respectively. (God ! I wanted to
go the great big world of makebelieve ! )
Anyway ,
despite
these
drawbacks, the event lived up to
its reputation as best party of the
year. Evidence of the success is
given by the fact that all the
scotch was drunk and nobody
threw up. All in all a hell of a
good time.
The Amicus Curiae Quote of the
Fortnight: "Now all I haH to do
is find a job." --T.O. Rainey,
III, commenting on his recently
announced engagement to be
married next October. The
Amicus
extends
its
congratulations.

The winners of the First year
SBA elections were Kevin
Connelly, Jeff Dozier and John
King .

To the Editor ,
In its own unique style, the
College with the backing of the
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board is seeking to stop the
'abuse' of alcohol at Tribe
football games and SA films_
Legally speaking, the Board
does have a point that alcohol is
not to be consumed in public
places. After extensive research
on the matter, we have found the
loophole.
The Virginia Code Annotated
(section 4-98 ) excepts any beer
with an alcohol content of not
more than 3.2. Anheuser-Busch
Natural Light is a 3.2 beer. So, to
spite the vicious coup d etat by
the College, everyone should
bring his or her 3.2 beer to the
game, but don't get drunk, for'
being drunk in public is a crime.
On the other hand this new
enforcement is unnecessa.ry.
There have been no incidents at
football games of alcohol related
problems , No fights , people
passing out and getting hurt, no
drunken riots. This knee-jerk
reaction to some minor bemg
given a beer at the pub is illadvised_ Why punish the whole
for J he wrongs of the few ?
Sincerely,
John Rodgers

AMICUS CURIAE

Cont'd.
arrange for Tim Sullivan and
tma l' -urr to appear on focal T.V.
talk shows. (Rumor has it that
these two modern day Robert
Redfords are attempting to
negotiate prime time contracts.
Watch Out Lee Majors! )
The Newport News Day in
Court program was coordinated
by Brent Brown and it enabled
200 high school students from
three Newport News high
schools to have their first chance
to see and hear the ins and outs
of what goes on at a civil or
criminal trial.
The program that received the
most positive response and at
the same time gave the school
the most personal contact with
local citizens was the high school
visitation program. This one
aspect of the overall program
enabied 27 students in the 1st
and 2nd year classes to contact
over 900 students through
speeches and presentations in
local high schools.
Kevin Connelly has been
chosen as the chairman of the
1978 Law Day program and we
hope that students this year will
be as cooperative as in 1977 so
that the law school can continue
its trend of excellence in Law
Day competition.
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What is This a nd What's it
•

Doing In the Law School?

This display, in the law school lobby, celebrates the 190th anniversary of the United States Constitution.

ABA Sponsors
Int'I. Law

JUST HEARSAY
The International Law Society and Phi Alpha Delta are sponsoring a fall dance, " The Fall of our Content," on Saturday, October
15 from 8-12 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the Campus Center. There
will be a live dance band there to play music to everyone's tastes, and
door prizes will be given away throughout the evening. Tickets are on
sale this week and next at the table in the second floor hallway between 10 and 1. There are special rates for members of the International Law Society and PAD. Don 't miss this opportunity to
erl 'oy Marshall-Wythe social life!
THIS IS TO REMIND YOU THAT IF YOU WISH TO VOTE IN

.:rHE NOVEMBER GENERAL ELECTION THAT INCLUDES THE
BOND REFERENDUM, AND YOU HAVE NOT REGISTERED,
YOU MUST DO SO BY ·OCTOBER 8TH.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE BOND REFERENDUM, MARSHALL-WYTHE STUDENTS WHO HAVE BEEN WORKING WITH
THE BOND CAMPAIGN HAVE SCHEDULED A RALLY AT THE
NEW LAW BUILDING SITE FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 AT 1:30
P.M. IT IS HOPED THAT STUDENTS AND FACULTY WILL ATTEND. THERE WILL BE MUSIC AND REFRESHMENTS AND NO
SPEAKING. SEVERAL DISTINGUISHED GUESTS WHO ARE
INTERESTED IN A FAVORABLE VOTE ON THE BOND
REFERENDUM WILL BE VISITING WITH US ON THAT DAY.
John Marshall Lec~ure Series
On Constitut iona.1 Law

THE BAKKE CASE
-Its Implications For ~ FutureBY

Professor William W. VanAlstyne
·Professor of Law - Duke University.
WHEN:

October 10th - Monday.

WHERE:

Law

TIME:

7: 30 p.m.

SPONSOR:

Page 3
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School

(Moo t Court

Rm.l.

{Reception to follow Lecture}

Marshall-Wythe Chapter of the
Supreme Court Historical Society
.. • * ..
roe controversia l Bakke Case 10(111 have r3!rificat!ons
reaching !"a r beyond Allen Bakke' s denial o! a61ssicn
t o Medical Schaoi. The case 1s likely to shape our
SOCiety's pers pec t ive on af f irt:.'!cive ac t ion . It Is,
indeed. one of t.he DOSt 1.l:lportant cases since Brovn v.
~. Pi Education in 1954 .

Professor Van Alstyne is the Willia= R. Perkins
Professor of Law at Duk.e Univers it y . This s(>!:.cster
he is a Visiting Pr ofessor of LaW' at the ~.a'!"shall 
Wyt_be Scboql o f uv (lJ1111..a=sburg. Virginia) .
Professor Van Alstyne' s nationally rec ogn ized st.atuS"
in Const.itut Lonal Law vi11 certa inl y p rovi cie rlep t h
~ insight i.nto thi.s i.::Iport.ant c a se .

Weekend in D.C.
Private international law,
public
international law,
transnational law each involve
its own agencies, procedures
and diplomatic channels. To
examine the different types of
international legal practice, the
Washington Regional Council of
International Law Societies
(WRC) is hosting the fourth
annual
Washington
International Law Weekend on
October 14th and 15th, 1977.
The Weekend will begin
Friday morning at the Georg€'
Washington University Law
Center. From there participants
will go in small groups to private
law firms, government agencies
and international organizations
which deal with international
legal problems where they will
meet with the people who handle
those problems.
The Saturday program will
move to the Georgetown
University Law Center and will
include
seminars
and
workshops. Saturday afternoon
the WRC . will highlight the
problems in the transfer of
nuclear technology with a panel
representing five aspects of the
issue, a U.S. industrial exporter,
the State Department, a private
law firm , the United Nations or a
private
international
organization, and an importer
from a developing nation.
Saturday evening will feature a
prominent personality as the
keynote speaker at a banquet in
a local restaurant.
The Weekend is jointly
sponsored by the ABA Section of
International Law and the Law
Student Division of the ABA,
with the WRC serving as the host
and providing administrative
support. The-registration fee is
$13.75 including the Saturday
buffet luncheon and Saturday
night banquet. Further information on the Weekend may
be obtained from:
John Williams, Registration
International Law Society
George Washington U.
Law Center
720 20th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20052
(2 )2 )546-5470 evenings only

·.E veryone's WelcOIne

The Naked Palate:

Morrison's-The New
"Caf" In Town

by the Naked Eye
Responsible journalism attained a new high-water mark this
week when the editors authorized the use of a much-needed expense
account by the Naked Eye in pursuance of his vital investigative
duties of informing the reading public of the relative virtues of local
sources of diversion. No slouch at taking a free meal when it's offered, the reviewer gave his cook the afternoon off, hopped in his
Maserati, and spirited away a friend of similar gargantuan but
discerning (i.e. , won't eat most brands of dog food ) appetites and no
slouch herself on the free meal circuit. Their destination: the fabled
Morrison's Cafeteria. The event: the heavyweight championship of
Marshall-Wythe. The rules: four-foot table, eight-ounce forks, no
nibbling in the clinches, and no three-burp knockout rule .
Betting on the event had been light, due to the short notice on
which the matchup had been arranged. The smart money, though,
was backing the superior reach and staying power of the champion
over the dazzling speed and savvy of his lighter but equally experienced opponent. It was obvious once the bell rang , however, that
both champion and challenger had been there before. Moreover, they
both meant-business.
The duel was delayed approximately twenty minutes from its
scheduled 6 p.m . start, due to the presence of the usual horde of
people in line. This inconvenience, though, was forgotten once the
adversaries had selected their respective arsenals - no easy task, in
view of the reasonableness of the prices and variety of dishes
availabe - , heavily laden , staggered out to a table in the dining room
which, for the benefit of clean air freaks, is divided into smoking and
nonsmoking sections. The instant mano-a mano, it might be noted,
took place in the former area.
Taking advantage of the location, the challenger came out
smoking in Round One, even as the champion took a moment to map
his strategy. Momentarily forgetting his familiarity with the
challenger's unorthodox style, the chamption was stunned by his
opponent's opening move - a lightning job to the same strawberry
pie the Naked Eye had selected for his own dessert but which had
somehow ended up on the challenger's tray. The champ's negligence
proved costly , as the pie turned out to be unusually good - flaky of
crust, juicy of strawberry and smooth of whipped cream and toasted
coconut topping. Sensing an advantage, the challenger pressed the
attack with darting combinations to the mandarin orange chiffon
topped with whipped cream, coconut and marshmallows. Expressing
her approval of the unusual dish, the stylish challenger then reverted
to a more orthodox method of attack and threw a tentative left at the
tomato aspic. The strategy proved costly to her, as the champ
detected her reluctance to finish off the dish and unleashed his own
vaunted , two-fisted attack. Making short work of the crisp tossed
salad garnished with bacon bits and croutons (for which he paid
dearly ) but a little short of French dressing, the champion turned to
the fruit salad on his right. Fresh cantaloupe and strawberries alike
vanished before the Naked Eye's flurry of lefts and rights. The bell
sounded as the champion used deft fork work to parry the
challenger's furious counterattack on the fruit salad. Round One to
the challenger on surprise and speed of attack.
The champion picked up the pace at the start of Round Two"
leading with straight lefts to his pork cutlet (the one on his plate) in
combination with right hooks to the vegetables - Green Giant or
some such corn in cream sauce and green beans with bits of ham .
Snarfing these dishes down, the champion let down his guard,
allowing the crafty challenger to go to work on the mackerel
almondine. The challenger, declaring that the dish was great but too
large to handle properly, was able to throw caution to the winds with
the knowledge that the champ, being allergic to almonds, could not
counter the sledgehammer blows. Both contestants were flagging
now under the telling effect of the frenetic pace. The champion,
astounded at not having kayoed his adversary yet unwilling to yield
his crown,- called upon his twenty-five years of experience in the
arena and summoned his strength to probe the defenses of the huge,
thr~tening pilaf of saffron-cooked rice. Scoring well with this tactic,
the Naked Eye inexplicably risked a lunging, off-balance right cross
at the spicy Mexican bread. Inspired by the tasty bits of green pepper
and corn , the champion renewed the attack. Unimpressed, the
confident challenger taunted the champ by offering him a bite of the
mackerel almondine, the size of which still seemed to be giving her
some good bit of trouble . As the bell sounded, both contestants appeared to be on the ropes. Round Two to the champion on sheer
volume of attack.
Despite the deep and abiding respect for each other's talents,
both parties were nevertheless amazed at the ferocity and stamina
exhibited by the other in the first two rounds. As a result, Round
Three was largely passed nibbling at the other's dessert - in the
champ's corner, peach cobbler like Mom always swore she would get
around to making ; for the challenger, no less unusual a dessert than
broccoli in cheese sauce with pimento. At the final bell, the two opponents were reduced to drinking cup after cup of coffee - all they
wanted without extra charge, and not bad at that. Round three scored
even. But wait! Was that actually Swee 'n Low the challenger was
stirring into her coffee? The final three calories?? The champ's knees
are wobbly! The challenger lands again with another packet ... the
champ goes down!! One, two, three . . . Champ, get up! Four, five, six
. .. please, Champ, don't let a girl whip you! Seven, eight ... come on,
ya bum! Nine ... Is it finally curtains for the Kid? Has a little slip of a
girl showed the big mug that he's not the only one who knows his way
around a dining room? Convince the editors to send the Naked Eye
and his nemesis to the Williamsburg Inn - well, okay, then, the Surry
House - and the heart-stopping climax will be revealed to one and
all.
POSTSCRIPT: Morrison's is located at 1851 Richmond Road, on
(continued page 8)
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Consilius
Satani
By Brother Raskolnikov
Be not alarmed friends of the faith , Raskolnikov has not so soon
abandoned his decision to adopt the habit of sanctimo~y in favor o.f a
position in the E vil One's law firm. The .ne.w title befits the functIOn
which I am best qualified to serve wlthm the context of Mother
Church.
.
f th
1'\0. as a matter of fact, I had just settled into the routme o . e
Abbey a nd had already begun to indulge ~ ys~lf in eschatological
reveries and the contemplation of the ascetic life when I was s~
moned to the office of the Abbot. It seems the A~bot was a . mite
suspicious of my motives for joining the order and IS not convm<:ed
that I am not here because I regard it as akin to a French Foreign
Legion for the spiritually inept.
.
I fear that he suspects that my motives for joining ml~ht be
som ewha t less than holy. Sp~ i fically , he wanted to kn0:-V If perchance I wasn 't there to find refuge from the tender mercies of the
Karma faction of the Liquifactionist Party . (As a matter of fact, the
Karma faction is still howling for Brother Raz's blood after he tur.n ed
ov er the rock that hid these vermiform creatures from the harsh light
of public scrutiny in last week's issue.)
.
At any rate and despite my assurances, the Abbot decided that to
be absolutely sure I was cut out to be a Trappist I would hav~ to
return to the spiritual desert of law school to complete my studies.
The cynic in me can 't help but remark that the Abbey has been
threa t~en ed with a lot of law suits recently and could probably use
som e in-house legal help. Thus the Abbot kills two birds with one
stone: the scourging of a postulate and the acquisition of a one ~an
legal a id office. It beats the devil out of me though how a bona fide
Trappist is supposed to carry on an oral argum~nt. .
The Abbot asked if I thought I could remaIn faithful to my vows
upon my r eturn to law school. More to the point he was conc~rned
about mv vow of chastity. I assured him that at law school celibac y
was pretty easy; the aliurements are fe w and .the likelihood of the
ob ject of m y lust succumbing to my ImportunIties even fewer . After
law school celibacy is the easiest yow for a novice to uphold .
Brother Raz ;ealizes however, that celibacy is not a desirable
('sta te even among law students. He has noticed that som, · law
students are even capable of some of the finer emotions b il l a re
reluctant to express them or reveal them to the object of their affec tions for fear of rebuke. hum ilia tion or worse-squandered m?ney.
For example, Joe Law Student has worked himself into a mighty
passion for a certain law school lady. His intentions are mor~ or less
honorable. (he allows as how he could really fall for thIS semlpulchritudinous variety of femininity if conditions were rIg ht-or
ripe ). Essaying to demonstrate to her the nature of his affed)o!) he
wines her and dines her . In short, he expends part of his admittedly
limited fund of emotional and monetary resources on this p ~ rson on~y
to discover with horror at the critica l moment tllat the object of his
desires is enamoured of another. Dissolute and despondent he
retreats to his lair and swears everlasting enmity to all of that gen~r .
.
Now there is a solution to our hero 's problem which should be
ohvious to those of us who have been scratched in the briar patc? of
first year property law. What we need here at .t he law school IS a
recording system for emotional liens on the affectIOns of all those who
traffic in the market place of love .
To prevent the hostility animadverted to in the. example abo ve I
propose a recording system that Will be admlmstered by the
Judiciary Council of our esteemed and nearly beloved SBA. As far as
I ca n gather they have little else to do so they should be amenable to
taking on the job. It would work thusly :
Any person , male or female or other. holding .himself .out to be a
data ble entity must record all prior liens on their affec~lOns to put
later s upplicants on notice of the difficulties they are likely to encounter in succeeding in the task of gaining perfect title to the affections of his or her heart's desire. If affection is granted by a.nyone
it must be recorded against that person 's name in the Grantor I~de x .
Additionally the party to whom the emotionallien,is granted Will be
listed in the Grantee index a s the object of someone s deSires.
To illustrate: Suppose A, driven wild with desire by the apparition of B in tennis shorts (gender is of no consequence here! .
rushes to the r ecording office and records' the exact nature of his
affec tion in the Grantor index and records in the Grantee index the
fact that he is the suitor for the hand (or whatever ) of B. He then
traccs hi s beloved's name' in the Grantor index to see what, if any,
elllotional liens B may have granted a nd are still outstanding. He
thCll checks B's na me through the Grantee index to determine what
the competition for B's hand lor whatever) might be. T?usap~rised
of his position he may decide either to prosecute .or deSist In hiS adva nces. If he decides to proceed and expend emotIOnal and monetary
reserves on the datable entity B and later B raises the objection of a
prior grant of affection to one who has not recorded or been recor~ed ,
the defense of a superior lien will avail B not at all. Our hero, A, IS a
BFP as to all who have not recorded or been recorded and if he
chooses he may demand specific performance ; B bein~ estopped
from denying affection where A has relied to his or her d~tnmen~ .
Admittedly the judiciary will have to fine tune Its eqwtable
sensibilities for this task but that shouldn't be too difficult. Some of
the problems of proof are going to be rather. ticklish (and entertaining) but creativity in judicial deciSIOn-makIng IS more ~r less
acquiesced in these days so there will be n? real cause to obJec~ . I
suggest the SBA get on this problem Immedlate~y ~o that the comIng
weekend will be fraught with fewer uncertamtles and MarshallWythe may shed the disagreeable nickname of " Heartbreak
Heaven. "
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Van Alstyne, Cont'd.

Division
of
the
Justice .
Department. " All of our cases
were based on Constitutional
issues " he remembers , " The
docu~ent was the source of all
our arguments. "
He likens his love for
Constitutional Law to his
particularity to Beethoven 's
Ninth (" to use a perhaps trite
example"),
" with
each
investigation, there is something
new to be found . The brevity of
the
document
and
the
eclecticism of its sources make
it to my mind, the most
stimulating of all the legal
subjects matter."
Professor Van Alstyne has
earned his national prominence
by participating in a variety of
activities . He has served on the
National Board of Directors of
the American Civil Liberties
Union and as President of the
Assoc'ia tion of Uni versity .
Professors. He has appeared as
a witness before several
CongreSSional Committees, and
has participated both as an
amicus curiae and as appointed
counsel before the Supreme
Court. He has also appeared
three times on the excellent PBS
television
series ,
" The
Advocates ." He retraces . h.i,s

initial interest in MarshauWythe to one of these programs
which was filmed in the Wren
Building ; the debate on the case
of Tonello v. Miami Herald. He
comments , " It was the case
whre the F.C.C. ruled 8-D that an
instrument of the press had to
provide reply · time to a political
candidate who had been
criticized bweteen its pages. The
case provided an interesting
question between the total
freedom of a sometimes
irresponsible press and the
possibility of governmental
control. The Supreme Court
ruled 9-0 in favor of the Herald,
which, fortuitiousl y, was the side
I argued on the show."
When asked what had
a ttracted him to Marsh a llWythe , Van Als ty ne first
commented on his prediliction
for
accepting
visiting
professorships every 31 2 years
or so , to " broaden m y
experience." He then quickly
declined to offer his impreSSions
of the people at Marshall-Wythe,
" 1 have certainly not been here
long enough to get to know
anyone well enough yet to have
an informed opinion. I just hope
that I will be able to get to know
some people here well before I
(continued page five )

Ask Uncle Doug :

By Uncle Doug
Dear Uncle Doug ,
I wrote to you about this last spring. Why do you never answer the
questions ? Why do you always garble out obscure doubletalk or
gobbledegook? Your answer about the Establishment running out of
answers sank to a new nadir, even for you. Are you a pious fraud , an
addlepated nincompoop, or an odious hypocrite?
Perplexed
Dear Perplexed :
None of the above . See the answer to the next question.
Dear Uncle Doug ,
Is there life after law school?
Con Law Scholar
Dear Con Law Scholar,
Your stimulating question moves me deeply. It seems to me , in
particular, and others as well, that many , if not all , at le~t the
balance, of the mighty minds that have grappled at length WI~ the
many factors bearing on its resolution have come, some by a direct
route some by a roundabout route, to the reluctant conclusion that
other~ must be drawn into the process of consultation , additional
inputs must be sought , and further study of multitudinous considerations must be subjected to a balaq,ced, if not a weighing process
before a definitive answer may, or perhaps even should, be forthcoming . Seek always to grow spiritually and your society will be a
pleasure for all to behold.
Dear Uncle Doug,
Some of the faculty members have been heard to boast that they
never sleep. What do you think about that?
Louis
Dear Louis,
.
If they hav«:! consciences, it is hardly surprising.
Please Uncle Doug,
Tell us what the law is like.
Pre-law student
<Uncle Doug continues on page five )

Dean Spong 's
Travels, Part II:
India
(Editor's note: This is the
second in a two part series in
which
Dean
Spong's
international
travels
are
discussed.)
by Bob Rae
The Dean next discussed his
trip to India which was
sponsor ed
by
the State
Department. He v.:a.s asked t.o
lecture in four CIties : Delhi,
Agra, Madras and Bombay and
to speak to
academics ,
journalists and government
officials. Dean Spong was asked
to speak on federalism, the
United States Supreme Court
and the formulation of American
foreign policy . The Dean 's
observations of the political and
social climate in post-Gandhi
India were very penetrating and
gave insight into that country's
national psyche. He discussed
the opulence of large enclaves of
diplomats , foreigners and rich
Indians and the abject poverty of
millions j ust outside the
entrance to grand hotels. The
Dean also stated that India
seems to be striving to develop a
political system closely akin to a
combination of those found in the
United States and Great Britain.
There are hopes for a viable two
party system and an effective
Supreme Court. The Supreme
Court has the power of judicial
re v iew
but
the
Indian
Constitution is easily amended
by parliamentary action .
An interesting parallel to a
current legal question in ,our
country was a decision by the
Indian Supreme Court stating
that a quota system a la Bakke is
forbidden b y the Indian
Constitution. There was a 'law
requiring that 41 percent of all
medical school entrants be from
the
disadvantaged
or
" untouchables " as they were
once called. This decision was
promptly altered by the Indian
parliament who amended the
constitution to allow certain
quota s ys t ems . One of the
problems with the Indian
Supreme Court, as some of their
scholars see it, is " there has not
yet been a John Marshall" on the
Court.
Among the preSSing issues in
India , according to Dean Spong
are national prohibition of the
sale of alcoholic beverages as
recommended
by
Prime
Minister DeSai , the expUlsion of
the Coca-Cola Company from
India , better relations with
China , and a source of uranium
for nuclear development. Mrs .
Ghandi began her political
come-back during Dean Spong's
visi t. He obsenced tha t it
remains to be seen if the
Congress Party can survive with
her, or without her .
The Dean was taken on a tour
and met with the faculty of the
Madras Law School and found
Similarity to American law
schools. The curriculum is much
the same and the time to
complete study is three years .
The undergraduate requirement
for entrance into law school is a
degree that requires three years
of study compared to our four.
The size of the main building are
approximately equal, however,
the student body at the Madras
Law School numbers 2500 and
much instruction and student
activity
takes
place
in
temporar y structures.
Approximately one half of the
students fail the first year.
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W-burg Court Report
by Bill Norton
MURDER TRIALS
APPROACHING
. The Circuit Court here in
Williamsburg will be the scene
of two murder trials this
semester.
In
the
first
case,
Commonwealth v. Michael
Marnell Smith, Smith has been
charged with the rape and
murder of a young woman near
the James River earlier this
year. He will receive a jury trial
on both charges.
Tentative trial dates :Oct. 24,
1977 (Motions ) Oct. 31, and Nov.
1.

In the second case. a
December 1st trial date has been
set for a James City County man

arrested and chargea recently
with first degree murder.
According to the James City
County Sheriff's Department,
MackA. Canady, 26, of 131 Colby
Rd has been charged with the
m~rder of James Jackson, 38, of
1888 Pocahontas Trail , in
August.
According to investigators of
the county' sheriff's department,
J ac k son di ed from wounds h e
suffered from an alleged fight
with Canady after they left a
party. First reports from the
coroner ilstei1 scierosis Of the
liver as the cause of death. Later
it turned out that a loss of blood
caused Jackson's death.
The following is a list of
tentative trial dates for other

cases coming before the Circuit
Court from Oct. 5 to Oct. 19.
Jury Trials.
10-5
Fentriss v. Nat'1.
Independence Ins. Co.
10-10 - Wm. Giblins v. Oliver D.
Taylor.
10-10 - Kathryn Giblins v.
Oliver D. Taylor.
10-13 - James Allen Shaw v.
Herbert P. Green.
10-14 - Thomas Foran v. A.
Co
ster, et al.
10-19 - Carrie H. Corbell v.
Hoay T. Tan, M. D.
Non Jury Trials.
10-7 - Commonwealth v.
E u g e n e E i c h e son,
Commonwealth v. Charles
Jones, Jr., Commonwealth v.
Joseph
M.
Mitchell,
Commonwealth v. Robert It.
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by Pat Genzler
" The judicial power of the
Association shall be vested in the
Judicial Council to be composed
of a Chief Justice and five (5)
Associate Justices." - SBA
Constitution, Art. VIII, Sec. 1.
The Judicial Council for the
Student Bar Association is a
. largely
unknown
and
unpublicized organization at
Marshall-Wythe . Although
vaguely aware that it deals with
Honor Code violations , many
! students are unfamiliar with the
duties and procedures of the
Council.
. The Judicial Council is
composed of a Chief Justice and
fi ve Associate Justices. The
Chief Justice and three of the
Associate
Justices
are
traditionally third year students,
and the two other positions are
,filled by second year students.
• Each Spring, interested students
are requested to submit their
names to the SBA president, who
appoints the members of the
next year's Judicial Council with
the consent of the Execvtive
Council of the SBA. No member
of the Executive Council may be
appointed to the judiciary.
The duties of the Judicial
Council can be divided into four
basic ca tegories : conducting

SBA elections, interpreting the
SBA Constittuion and By-laws,
removal of SBA officers , and
administering the Honor Code.
If you hadn't realized it before,
the people behind the ballot box
at all SBA elections are the
members of the Judicial
Council. Although not the most
interesting duty, this is the
Council ' s most visible and
frequent function .
As any law student knows , the
written word is susceptible to
many meansings, and the SBA
Constituion and By-laws are not
exceptions. Consequently, the
Judicial Council has been called
upon to resolve questions of
interpretation and omission in
these documents. The Council is
not bound by strict doctrines of
statutory
interpretation ,
however, and tends to seek
practical
and
functional
solutions to the problems that
arise .
Little can or need be said
about the third function of the
Council. Article VIII of the SBA
Constitution provides for the
dismissal of SBA officers upon a
unanimous finding by the
Judicial Council that the
individual is guilty of gross
misconduct (as opposed to the

usual mlsconauct expectea 01 all
law students). As far as can be
determined, this function of the
Council has never . been
exercised.
The administrtion of the Honor
Code is undoubtedly the most
serious duty of the Judicial
Council. The consequences of an
Honor Code conviction or
accusation are tremendous and
thus , the responsibility on the
Council is heavy . In these
rna tters , the Council has
exclusi ve cognizance . All
procedures, rights and duties of
the respective parties to an
Honor Code proceeding are
prescribed by the Judicial
Council. Additionally, one
justice is detailed to investigate
the offense , and make a
probable-cause
type
of
determination before the matter
is committed to a hearing.
Happily, such violations have
been infrequent but the potential
injury to an accused 's reputation
requires that this function of the
Cunci! be entirely confidential.
This is a general description of
the Judicial Council and its
duties, but more detailed
information can be found in the
SBA Constitution, By-laws, and
the
Student
Handbook

A Unique Experience
COSPONSORED BY International Law Society
Pbi Alpha Delta fraternity
Dance

15, 1977

7 PIECE BAND
"SKY HIGH" ENTERTAINMENT
o

PRICES :

Members of Internat i onal law Soc i ety , PAD , and Faculty
$3 . 00
All

Sin~le

S5.00 Coup l e

S3 . 50 Sin~le

Others

ATTIRE:

SS . OO Coup l e

Men . Jacket

Women . Appropr i ate
I Between but excludinl blue jeans and black tie l

BYOB

MIXERS PROVIDED

Reseryations taken 11 : 00 A.M. to 1: 00 P.M. daily

DOOR PRIZES

Paul.
10-17 - Co~monwealth v.
GeorgeW.Smlth,
..
Commonwealth v. WIlliam T.
Miller, Commonw~alth v. Leroy
Harrold (ProbatIOn Report),
Architects & ~ngineers, Inc. v.
Paul N. carrithers, Inc., et al.
10-19 - Commonwe.alth v. John
G. Mondshour (2:.00 . p.m .,
R e c k Ie s s
Dr I v I n g ) ,
Commonwealth v Thelma M
. "
Brmkley (2:00 p.m.)
N?te :. The .court generally
begms Its s~sslOn at 10 :00 a.m .
CAUTION
··S d
.
welcome to
tu ents are.
attend these cases, but ,
WAR~ING , the Clerk of the
CircUlt Court IS concerned that It
be extremely cl.ear that these
are tentative tnal dates only.
The
schedule
is subject to
change
due to postponements,
dismissals ,
etc .
It
is
recommended that one check
with the Clerk before jogging

distributed by the College. In the
near future , the Council 'Will be
under-taking a review and
revision of the Honor Code and
procedures for adjudicating
violations .
The
current
members of the Council are
Chief Justice Lynn Buchanan,
Sharon Pandak, Pat Genzier,
Will Taylor, Steve Carney and
Catherine Johnson. They will
welcome
any
que_stions,
comments or suggestions from
students interested in the
Judicial Council or Honor Code.

down to watch a trial. (I've
already been caught this year by
failing to do this.)
Docket Day.
It should be noted that, unlike
the General District Coqrt, the
Circuit Court has a schedule
based on whatever its workload
happens to be. Trail dates are
set at a " pocket Day. " Docket
Day is held the 12th day of every
other month. Next one is
November 12.
Thanks are extended to the
Virginia Gazette and the Clerk of
the Circuit Court for information
utilized in this article.

Van Alstyne,
Cont'd.
leave. "
He was much more inclined to
discuss the future of the school.
" I think that it is an absolute
crime that the state of Virginia
may let this school down . It will
be a disaster, almost a national
tragedy, if there isn't a new
building and support facilities .
The location of this school, its
constitutional and colonial
ambience, and its pOSition in
history make it a school with one
of the best futures in the entire
country. Marshall-Wythe has the
potential to become one of the
coun try 's grea t law schools . "
Professor Van Alstyne, his
" weekend wife " Carol (she
commutes from Washington ,
where she is Chief Economist for
the Council on Education ) and
his three children will be
members of the Marshall-Wythe
community through the fall
~mester .

Ask UncleO'oug, Cont'd.
Dear Pre-law Sudent:
Once there was an old north Alabama moonshiner named Old Lem.
Old Lem had a hound dog named Aunt Kate. When Old Lem went up
to his still, he tood evasive measures to throw the revenue boys off his
scent. Aunt Kate was a late riser. Old Lem would be out tending his
still when Aunt Kate got up. She would follow his tracks around trees,
up hills , along ridges , down hollers, through creeks and about
everywhere. When Aunt Kate came to Old Lem, she would just sniff
him once or twice and go back home by the most direct route. She
didn 't care where he was. She just wanted to know how he got there.
The law is a lot like Old Lem.

Placement Office At
Peak Of .Season
by Louise Murtaugh
This past FriOay was , so tar,
ot firms etc. commg on campus
the busiest day of the fall
or those receiving resumes , soon
recruiting
season.
Four expands to announce all items
representatives of three law which come into the Placement
firms
( Greenbaum , Doll , Office.
Louisville ; Hunton & Williams,
In the Placement Office are a
Richmond ; and
Venable , list
of
Commonwealth 's
Baetzer, Baltimore) interviewed
Attorneys, a Directory of Judges
from 9:00 to 6:00 on the third and court officials , city
floor of James Blair Hall. There attorneys etc. and many other
were 42 interviews ; 35 students
sources which are available to
tood part.
students. Every year we add a
The fall recruiting season is
few things to our " library. "
the most conspicuous activity on
The week-end of October 7-9
any law school or college will
see
Marshall-Wythe
campus, but when the fall season students involved in a new
closes , the doors of the
placement venture. As a
Placement Office don' t. The
member of the Suth-eastern Law
office is contacted throughout
Placement Consortium, the Law
the year by smaller firms who
School will join eight other
cannot spare the time to visit the
schools
in
Birmingham ,
campus, but who wish to hear
Alabama , for a recruiting weekend. Ten students will attend and
from our students, by offices of
Commonwealth's Attorneys, by
30 prospective employers will be
schools announcing fellowships,
represented. This will broaden
by courts announcing clerkships
our placement possibilities
to name a few .
considerably.
All these inquiries .ate posted
Another first is our use this
on the bulleting board. The
year of the Alumni House for
"column" on the right-hand side some of our interviews. These
of the board, which begins the attractive quarters should better
year as a place to announce reflect the high caliber of our
additions and changes to the list school and our students.

T
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A Crostic Puzzle

Moot Court Team
Prepares for
Louisville Trip

by George Neuberger
A.

Th e "G" stands for Gamali el:

B.

I n Engl i s h grammar, each paragraph began with one:

c.

Su ple; resi li ent (s o n i ce ) :

D.

A c ollege in Saint Charles, Kissouri:

E.

One who wou l d avo i d ent a nglin« alliances:

Statf officers or lar;e storks:

G.

Gree k is l and Sou t h eas t o f Tenos:

H.

Ba ch c oopos ed a n Wllb er of brill i ant "t hree mo vements" h ere :

I.

Lit e r a ry c u lt u re, s c o ur e e o f

J.

Th e "way" t o go, if you were Roman:

K.

A "flaky " r·!i chie;a n ma nufacturer:

L.

Th e s u b j ect o f Su o merh ill, A Radi ca l Ap proach • • • (2 wo rd s):

M.

Proximal s e gm enta of t h e vertebrate hi nd

N.

Form e rly t h e c a pi t o l of F ren ch Ind oc hina:

colle~e

fresh en:

li~ b :

>Tg

17 142 5

9b

O.

A feel in g of weariness a nd dis s at isfacti on:

P.

The uni on into one s yl l able of two v o wel s ordi na r ily se pa r a t ed in p r o nunc i a t io n:

- Q.

---rn92mm52~I07w95
Th ey say t hat t e ac h er s , i n th e au t um n, l ?ok fo r wa r d ~ t h is as muc h as t h~ ir s t u d ents
do (2 wo r ds) :

R.

U 157 24 TI!2 37 ---g 2r I50

In high achool , y ou

c ~ ulJ n't

ea t, n r i nk, o r

m

35

-1-

172 145"b'li

-.-r ....,....,. ~
1 0

~

T.

Ecce n t r i c i

u.

c ~w

i nnt ~ on

o f c ontradicto r v o r i nc an r uous wor ds :

t.:,:

ale ti ss u e re sembling ?lasca and c on t aini ng white blo od cel 5:

v.

Tapped one down t h e t hi r d base lin e :

W.

Bony:

x.

An inv o l unta r y r ea ct i on t o

fa t i~u e,

bo re do~ ,

L0 2

smok e t h ere, ei t h e r :

IT2mm rsom2Or 75 2'i
s.
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by Barbara Lindemuth
The Marshall-Wythe National
Moot team, in a flurry of
research and brief-writing, is
preparing for the regional moot
court competition , which is
being held this year on the 28th
and 29th of October at the
University' of Louisville in
Kentucky . The winner of this
competition wiU be given the
q>portunity to compete in the
national tournament later this
year . Among those competing in
the regionals are teams from
Vu-ginia , North Carolina , West
Virginia , and Kentucky.
The six members of the
Marshall-Wythe team are
divided into two teams for the
competition. On one team this
year are Jay Wilcox , Sharon
Pandak, and Jim Howell , while
the other team includes Victor
eubaum , Wyatt Bethel, and
Pat Nooney . Each team is
writing a brief, either as a
petitioner or respondent, for a
fictional Supreme Court case .
This brief, will account for 40
percent of the scoring at the
competition . The remaining
points depend upon the team 's
performance in oral argument.
One of the major difficulties
facing the competitiors is that,
no matter which side of the
question they represent in their
written brief, each three-person
team will be required to argue
both sides of the issue during the
oral competition.
The problem for this year's
competition concerns the
unionization
of
associate
members of law firms and the
jurisdiction of the National
Labor Relations Board over law
firms in general. Although this
issue is not one on which there is
a great deal of precedent, the
learn appears confident that
they have dealt with it
competently.
The national team is chosen
from among those who take the
Moot Court course . EAch
semester, those people who are
best at writing briefs and
presenting oral argument are
invited to participate in a final
round of oral argument. From
these, three people are chosen
for the na tiona l teqm and one
person is designated as an
alternate.
The team is planning to give a
sample of their skills at an open
oral argument la ter this month.
This will give the team an
q>portunity to sharpen their
arguments as
ell as giving
anyone interested an idea of how
such arguments operate. Signs
will be posted when the time and
place are decided .
All the best to the team at the
regionals . The competition looks
tough this year, but we are
certain tha t you will all do well.

Issues and
Non-Issues
by Barbara Lindemuth
In which the author takes note
of various small but not
necessarily
inSignificant
irritations, i.e . takes advantage
of her position to vent her spleen.
The issue on the minds of
many 3rd year students now is
where all that money goes that
they spend on the BRI. While the
hope of having a better chance to
get past the February trial by
ordeal with one's profession
intact may well be worth $275, it
is not hard to conjure up visions
of someone, somewhere, sitting
and counting all the profits ,
secure in the knowledge that he
won 't have to pass the bar to
assure his own future . It is rathr
disheartening to have people
making big bucks while you
yourseU are suffering in the
same cause. (For those who
would accuse the author of bad
feeling toward fellow students ,
this is in no wayan allusion to
Ms . Collins , who deserves
everything she can get out of it
simply for carting all those
books around and putting up
with the more hysterical of her
customers.)
Speaking of the future and of
bad feeling toward fellow
students, let's talk about the
situation with job interviews .
Granting that it is a wonderful
thing to have all sorts of
" interview experience" and
granting that the attitude of
many law firms that high grades
are the only criteria for job
offers may not be altogether
valid , the cavalier attitude of
some of our fellow students can
only be described as despicable.
(l can actually think of severa.!
others , none of which are
appropriate for the print
media .)
The next time someone tells
me about how many law firms
that they have interviewed to get
"experience" and not because
they had any interest in the job, 1
may well resort to violence,
which is not at all in my nature,
in an attempt to knock some
sense into their heads . If you are
one of these people, stop and
consider for a moment. The
firms that come here usually
only spend so much time
interviewing. Therefore only so
many people can be interviewed .
Considering the large number of
people who s ign up for
interviews and the relatively
small number of interviews that
can be held in a single day, it
stands to reason that some
people are not getting to see
some firms for which they would
really be interested in working.
So think about it nest time you
sign up for another shot of
" exper ience ." The i nterv iew
you don 't really want may be the
one that someone else has been
(continued page seven)

Crost.ic Directions
Your mission , should you decide to accept it, is to fill in the puzzle
diagram by guessing the words from their definitions, and ~an
sferring each letter of the guessed word to the ~rresponding l?,
numbered square in the diagram . When the diagram IS filled out, It
will spell a quotation from some published work (reading from left to
righ t, black boxes indicating the ends of words); also, when the words
ha ve been filled in , their initial letters will spell out the autho: and
ti tle of the quoted work. Spelling and defmitions on the authonty of
Webster's New Seventh Collegiate.
Solution will be in the next issue of the Amicus . Good luck !
NOTE : This puzzle has been checked and guaranteed correct by
the third grade class at St. Olga's Home for Wayward Boys in Mission
Station , Kansa . (Elmer Schae~er and other puzzle freaks please take
note.)
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Van Alstyne To Open
Marshall Lecture Series
by Ann Sullivan
The Supreme Court Historical
Society will introduce the John
Marsahll
Lectures
on
Constitutional
Law
with
Professor ' s
William
Van
Alstyne s discussion , " The
Bakke
Decision :
Its
Implications for Your Future."
The lecture will be held on
Monday , October 10 at 7:30 p.m .
in the Moot Court Room of the
law school. Professor Van
Alstyne, visiting Professor of
law from Duke University, is a
widely recognized scholar in
constitutional law.

The Supreme Court of the
United States will consider an
appeal in the case of Alan Bakke
v. The Regents of the University
of California later this month.
Allan Bakke, who was refused
admission to the University of
. California at Davis Medical
School in 1973 and 1974, claims
his right to equal protection
under the law , guaranteed under
the Fourteenth Amendment,
was violated in the medical
school admissions process. The
Supreme Curt of California
found unconstitutional the
disadvantaged minority

program used at Davis. Further,
since the Universtiy could not
establish that Bakke was not
excluded specifically because of
ihe special admissions program ,
the Court ordered Bakke
admitted to the medical
program. The Supreme Curt
decision on this appeal will have
a significant impact on
admissions
policies
at
universities and professional
schools nationwide.
The entire college community
is welcome to attend Professor
Van Alstyne's lecture and the
reception to follow.

Intramural Highlights
by John Rodgers
There was a noticeable lack of
I
.
d ue '
. th east
Issue,
spor t s news In
t o severa 1 a d ministrative
snafus, but we're back with
twice as sporty an article this
ti me aroun d .
I ntramural touch football is
well under way with three law
school teams in the thick of
thi ngs . I n League I , Va d er's
RI"ders , a menagerie 0 f second
year students, is 4-1 and has a
go ad s h ot at a playoff berth. The
. Ra I'ders are quarter b ac ked on
defense by " Stork" Geroe, and
"Williamsburg Ward" Eason is
the man under on offense. In the
opener
against
Tyler 's
Tornados , Mike Nuckols and
Larry Murray each scored twice
as the Raiders cruised to a 26-0
Nuckol's play bordered on
spectacular, featuring a 50 yard
run and a diving touchdown
•catch" But the cocky Raiders
were brought back to earth as
th ey were horsewhipped by Mr.
Ed, 19-6. The Raiders roared
0ack in their next game winning
by a score of 20-0 over Yates 2nd
with this writer, Larry Murray
and Mike Nuckols each adding a
tally. In a crucial game against
the undefeated White Punks , the
Raiders played just enough
offense and J'ust enough defense
to squeak out a 21-19 victory.
Eason hit on 65 percent of his
pa sses to lead the way.
In League II , Busch League

win.

and the Young Americans are
- fighting for the same playoff
spot. The Americans are
undefeated rolling 40-0 over A.S.
S. ; smearing ROTC, 36-0 ; and
edging the Fighting Artichokes,
13-6. Tom, Reed, Dan Weckstein
and Jeff Puff have carried the
banner
for
the
Young
Americans. Busch League has
one loss, that was to the Fighting
Artichokes, 18-14. The said part
was that they lost a 14 point lead.
Otherwise the Buschers have
rolled over everyone behind the
quarterbacking of Bob Rae; the
hands of Bob Liptack , " T"
Moorman, and Jay Neal ; and
the defensive play of Mike
Brittin and Fred Becker.
So the situation is this ; Busch
League must beat the Young
Americans to get into the
playoffs. If they do beat them,
they are not guaranteed a spot
because there would be a three
way tie. Vader's Raiders would
be in the same boat if the White
Punks beat Mr. Ed.

8-15, 13-15. Barb Swatling, Carol
Hill , and Nancy Kern starred
d
wh I'le Ch uc k An derson, Leonar
Kess l'e r , t hi s wn' ter, an d CaroI
Kinsey helped them out.
We now turn .our thoughts to
th a t el'It'IS t spor t , tenms.
. In th e
Secon d Annua I La w Sc h 00 I
Tennis Tournament, " A" Mens
division,credit must be given to
Larry D
'
aVIs
on h'
. IS exper t
d'
All
f
th
t
see mg.
0
e op four see ds
advanced to the semifinals with
"f
t he exceptIOn
0 top see ded J ay
Bas h am wh
0 "
IS d
Sl eI'In ed by
injuries. In those semis, Dan
Weckstein takes on unseeded
Bill Vaughn, and second seeded
Bill Breit (better known as
GUl'11ermo ) batt Ies the t hir d
seed, Paul Forsman. In the
mixed doubles top seeds
Weckstein and Dring appear to
be headed for the finals" while
second seeded Breit and Martin,
ha ve severa I toug h rna tch es Ief t.
Inwomen's singles the top three
. Kat hy DrIng,
'
see ds s t"11
I remam,
Mary Rice, and Sally Collins.
Divisions " B" and " C" are still
up for grabs with many matches
left and most of the top seeds
eliminated.
PAD and PDP met in their
second annual softball kegger
with the PDPs holding onto their
title 15-10. It was a hard-fought
game and for the second straight
year many of PAD's star players
failed to show, but in the end the
best frat won .

In Co-Ed Volleyball , the
Supreme Court won their first
match against Project Plus , 1315, 15-13, and 15-6. They were
led by the stellar play of Teresa
McBride, Carol Kinsey, and the
awesome serVing 0 f Michele
GI'! ette. In t heir secon d mat ch
against French House, the
. t'Ices Ios t by an eye Ias,
h 15 -13 ,
Jus

Virginia
Law
Guide Published
WILLIAMSBURG -

Association, and the American
bar
Association
for
endorsement. Guide editors
hope
these
and
other
professional organizations will
promote the book as a model for
similar projects in other states.
In addition to regular
commercial distribution through
bookstores,
The
Michie
Company plans to promote the
Guide to public and private
shcool systems and libraries,
civic
and
business
organiza tions ,
local
bar
associations, and colleges and
universities.

Virginia

is the first state in the nation to

have
a
comprehensive
statement on the laws of the
state , written for the nonlawyer ..
" The Layman ' s Guide to
Virginia Law ," written and
edited by 19 former students at
the Marshall-Wythe School of
:..aw of the College of William
and Mary, has been publsihed by
the Michie Company of
Charlottesville, as a book
designed to make the law of
Virginia more understandable
tot he average citizen.
The Guide includes an
analysis of each of 19 areas of
law , including property, taxes,
wills and estates and women's
rights. The chief purpose of the
book is to equip each citizen with
a knowledge of his or her rights
and remedies under the law, in
the hope that such knowledge
will help dispel the mystery
surrounding the profession, and
prompt people to seek legal
advice before a crisis develops.
All of the editors and writers ot
the Guide are former members
of the Student Bar Association at
Marshall-Wythe. The book has
been four years in the making.
The proJ"ect started in 1973 at
the urging of William F.
Swindler,
John
Ma rshall
Professor of Law at the William
and Mary Law School. Swindler
was then a visiting professor at
the University of Oklahoma law
school, whose students were
trying to compile a law guide for
that state. The Oklahoma book,
despite encouragement by the
American Bar Association, has
never been published.
FinanCing for the virginia
Layman's Gkuide was provided
by the Marshall-Wythe Student
Bar Association " Profits from
the sale of the Layman's Guide
will be donated to the College, in
trust for the use of the law school
library.
Eqch chapter of the book was
written by a student, reviewed.
by three editors , and checked for
accuracy
faculty
membersby one
or or more
practicing
attorneys.
The
Guide
will
be
recommended to the Virginia
State Bar, the Virginia bar

Iss ues , Cont'd.
waiting for and didn ' t get
because you did. I apologize to
those of you who are thinking
that I beat this into the ground
but it appears that it is
necessary to do so in order to get
through to some people.
Ar e we runmn
. g a mal'1 service
.
' . the thi r d
ora dea d Ie tteroff IceIn
floor lounge? It is certainly
convenient for students to be
. mal'1 a t the Iaw
a bl e t0 receIve
sc h 00 I b u t one can ' t h e Ip
wondering how some of this stuff
ends up here. There was, for
examp Ie, f
or i
a g
on t'lme this
.
summer, a mne-cen t pos t card
from the William and Mary
Quar ter Iy, a dd resse d t 0 some
. H0 II an d . Wh'l
person In
l eth
e
primary question this may raise
is whether there is any hope of a
nine-cent postcard reaching
Holland, it is also interesting to
specu Ia te on how sue h a thing
ended up here . Granting that
there are no federal postal
employees on the premises, isn't
there someone sorting through
the mail to see who the letters
. g
an d suc h ar e for befor e sh ovm
them into the boxes? For that
rna tter, I"s't
n th ere s om eo ne wh0
goes through the boxes every
now and again to check for
things that have languished
there for as long as three or
more months? (l never
promised that the items included
here would be of earth' slgm
. "f"Icance, now did
s ha ttenng
I?)
In response to the reply or
reply to the response) we
received on the dread U.Va. itch.
(continued page eight)
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Test Your legal Ethics IQ
by
Robert G. Jones*
Below are ten situations an attorney is likely to confront in practice which
could raise questions of legal-ethics. Beside each, indicate whether you think
the attorney's conduct is proper (P) or improper (I) under the Disciplinary
Rules (DR's) of the Virginia Code of Professional Responsibility. Note that
while Canon 9 sweepingly declares a lawyer should avoid even the
appearance of professional impropriety, the accompanying DR's are
narrowly circumscribed , and what seems improper to some people may be
inadvisable but not strictly unethical under the rules. The answers, which
are not approved by the Standing Committee on Legal Ethics, are found on
page 30.
Score: 10 right-Three gold stars' 8-9 right-Two gold stars; 6-7 rightOne gold star: 5 right-One ery tarnished star: 2-4 right-Forward $10
promptly to State Bar office for copy of Code ; 0-1 right - Watergate
Memorial Award.
1. Attorney agrees to represent a client whose case would likely be
heard by a judge who is the attorney's cousin.
2. Attorney's wife is the subject of a Sunday supplement article on
her needlepoint. The article comments that the attorney is
"prominent" and "widely respected for his courtroom skills."
After the article appears the attorney sends the reporter two
tickets to the opera.
3. Believing in the innocence of the accused , attorney agrees to
represent him against a charge of embezzlement for the cost of
expenses plus, if he is found not guilty, $40 an hour for his time.
4. Attorney agrees to represent a client who is accused of
possession of Illegal drugs for $20 an hour, with the private
understanding with the client's father that he will pay the
balance of the attorney's normal fee but.that he wants son to pay
some of it so that he will "learn a lesson".
5. Attorney lists in the telephone classified directory that her
practice is limited to criminal law and that she accepts credit
cards.
6. At a cocktail party. attorney menti ons in conYersation with a
stranger that since the 1976 Tax Reform Act eyeryone should
have their will reviewed by un attorney. Attorney accepts the
stranger's request to review her will for her.
7. A former divorce client tells attorney that the divorce he
ohtained for h~r under the one-year epa rati on rule was actually
in error on the facts since she had cohabitc:d several times during
the year with her former hu - band. The attorney reprimands
client but does nothing further about it.

•
8. Attorney agrees to represen t both the driver and her passenger
in a neglige nce suit against the driver of the o ther yehicle in a
collision who affirmatively pleads contributory negligence.
9. Attorney files a Bill of Complaint for wife in no-fault divorce
and is called by the husband , who asks what he is supposed to
do . Attorney states that if hu band agrees to the divorce, he
shouldn't do anything.
___ 10. Attorney finds case on point against client's interest and informs
the Court of it even though opposing counsel has not found it.

* Mr. Jones, a . 'orfolk attorne, . recently completed teaching the legal ethics course at the
Marshall-Wythe School of Law of the College of William and Mary. He also previously
prepared the chapter on Domestic Relations Law for the Virginia La I". yer.

...........................................................................................................................

Attention1 Roman Lawyers
In 1952 a fund was established
as a memorial to the late
William A. Hamilton , first dean
of the revived law program in
1922. With the reintroduction of
the course in Roman law, the
Hamilton Prize - in an amount
to be determined by the Law
School faculty - will again be
offered for a student essay of
sufficient scholarly quality to
warrant an award.
While the competition is open
to any second and third year
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student in the Law School , it is
obviously most practical for
those enrollea In the lIrst
semester course in Roman Law
and-or the second semester
course in Western Legal
Institutions to prepare the
essays, since the subject will be
based on specific problems
assigned in these curses.
Interested students may
inquire of the instructor in the
course. The essays will be due on
April 1, 1978.

NB: In response to a number
of inquiries - a knowledge of
Latin is not required for the
curse in Roman Law .

Issues, Cont'd.
.. While it is refreshing to know
that someone shares our feeling
of devotion to the 01' Alma
Mater, it is disturbing that
anyone took that piece of fluff so
seriously. Knowing the author
personally as I do, I can assure
you that while she may have
tendency to complain a bit too

The Naked Palate, Cont'd.
the outskirts of town. Open from 11 to 8 on weekdays (8:30 on
weekends), its entrees, of which there are about a dozen, are priced
from about a dollar to two dollars. A look at anyone of them will
convince you that you came to the right place. With salad, a vegetable
or two, beverage and dessert, dinner is about three dollars. The
cuisine won't make Michelin, but for the typical broke law student,
it's about the best around - that is, unless Mom and Dad show up in
town and are in the mood to treat you right. A definite must for the
discriminating but budget-bound student.
Behind the Screens - S.A. Films This Week
and Next
Blazing Saddles - Friday, October 7th.
It's a strange thing about Mel Brooks' flicks - audiences divide
up into those who laugh themselves into oblivion and those who
squirm in bored stupefaction. Most people seem to belong in the first
group; at the risk of incurring the Holy Wrath of the self-righteous
knave in monk' s garb who also writes for this paper (may the Karma
faction of the Liquefactionist Party finally catch up with himO, the
Naked Eye would like to go on record as stating that he ranks Mel
Brooks' comedic talents about two steps below Bullwinkle's and one
below Raskolnikov's. Slapstick is great stuff, but not when the sight
gags are cornball and the jokes worse. Some of the routines here are
great - Madeline Kahn parodying Marlene Dietrich, for instance, is
boffo comedy for all time. But Brooks never quite decides to give us a
rest. His ideas are straight out of the Mad Magazine school of wit.
You end up getting so sick of the stinkers - and there are muchos
under any standards - that the really sparkling, inventive gags get
lost somewhere in the shuffle. If it's a farce you want, turn on the
Three Stooges. Or drop in on large section Torts.
Sleuth - 2d feature.
The writer is here compelled to rely on the opinion of his staff
members, all of whom agree that the movie is "real good." You get
what you pay for , however, and so the Naked Eye cannot place his full
confidence in the foregoing opinion. Nevertheless, he can state with a
high degree of assurance that any film starring Olivier and Michael
Caine and directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz (All About Eve, Letter
to Three Wives ) can hardly be anything but stylish, inventive and
thoroughly engrossing.
Network - Saturday, October 15th.
This is the film that should have beaten out Rocky for last year's
Oscar. Just remember, though - the Motion Picture Academy is the
gang of idiots that gave John Wayne an Oscar for his performance in
True Grit.
Network is at once funny, tragic, maddening, disturbing anti
perplexing. On one level, it's a satire of the television industry; on
another, it deals with our own mindless acceptance of the One-Eyed
God and its systematic destruction of all but the most banal of values.
At the same time, the film is suffused with the same kind of
Hollywood glamour that made Chinatown such a smash. It may well
be , of course, that glamour is the same kind of bathetic value that the
movie decries. But it's still hard to resist, especially when the largest
dose of it one's had lately is Casino Night.
Anyway , even if you could care less about all that, Paddy
Chayefsky's screenplay and the performances alone are more than
worth the trip. Peter Finch , as the demented newscaster and advocate of unusual modes of expressing dissent, is superb in his last
role before heading for that great soundstage in the sky a few months
later. Better yet is Faye Dunaway's performance as a ruthlessly
ambitious but infinitely desirable femme fatale. And so on it goes,
right down to the bit players. Whether you're in the mood for art or
just for glitter, stop by before the TV censors get their hairy paws on
this marvelous film .
Charly - 2d feature.
You 've probably seen this flick advertised with the " y" written
backwards. Apparently, the promoters thought they could attract our
attention by letting us know early that this would be a movie about
either a mental defective or a rejected Marshall-Wythe applicant.
Let's all show them they were wrong and stay away in droves.
The Naked Eye happened to catch sight of the marquee one day
and , thinking Charly would be a socko docudrama about the Manson
family (to whom he is related), he panhandled three dollars and went
inside to ha ve himself a good time. Imagine his disappointment, then,
when he realized that the movie was another " sensitive love story,"
albeit with a slight twist. Charly (Cliff Robertson) is indeed a bit slow
upstairs , but not for long . .. only until Modern Medicine gets him in
its clutches. A little incision here, a deft stitch there, and whamo!
Charly's a friggin' genius! Handsome, too, as the girlfriend we all
knew he'd have to snag sooner or later could attest to. Charly has a
high old time, solving equations and all, and indeed it looks like
nothing can stop his drive to the top of the scientific world. But there's
one little thing Modern Medicine forgot to mention ... the joke's on
you, Charly . And worse, on the young Naked Eye for not having spent
the three dollars to go see a real " sensitive love story," like The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre. Don't make the same mistake - the
minute Network 's over, head for the exits and don 't look back.
Next issue: The Naked Eye rises from the ruins of film and food
and ventures into the Wlknown - church. He is heartily sick and tired
of the controversy currently raging over who serves the better wine,
St. Bede's or Bruton Parish. The reviewer intends to find out once and
for all.
much, she is anything but a
pessimist, at least most of the
time . And while I agree that
Marshall-Wythe is not, all in all,
a bad place to study law, don't
tell me you actually find the

" physical plant," as it stands , to
be
a
wonderful
thing .
Appreciating the good aspects of
a school, or anything else, should
not be a bar to recognititon of its
problems.

